2016 Montana AWRA Awards for Student Oral and Poster Presentations

**Oral**

**First Place:**
Katie Fogg, Montana State University, *When and How Dynamic Hyporheic Temperature Mosaics Influence Channel Temperature Regimes*

**Second Place:**
Katherine Davis, Montana State University, *Identifying the source, pathways, and rates of enhanced microbial coalbed methane production in the Powder River Basin*

**Third Place:**
Zachary Hoylman, University of Montana, *Landscape Heterogeneity Modulate Forest Sensitivity to Climate*

**Poster**

**First Place:**
Christine Brissette, University of Montana, *Science to inform restoration: Effects of channel reconstruction on hydraulic exchange and baseflow generation*

**Second Place:**
Renee Schmidt, Montana Tech, *Natural Amelioration and Increase of Arsenic in Flooded Underground Mines*

**Third Place:**
Meryl Storb, Montana State University, *Understanding human Influence on a stream network through analysis of diel and seasonal patterns of metabolic regimes in stream water*